
contrasting threadseat extension headrestspring core armpart seat height combinationottoman metal colour

Cover: Z59/10 ruby red

castors

[amore]
An invitation to snuggle up.

A new sofa is like a new love and it’s good to know that 

you can rely on it.  

With an attractive appearance and comfort functions, 

[amore] will make your heart beats fast.

This model can also be supplied in a combi-
nation of different cover qualities and co-
lours.

www.schillig.com
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Armchairs Elements without armparts

Sofas

Elements with armpart right Elements with armpart left

End elements right End elements left

M

armchair

123/104/82/42

MF

armchair with headrest 
adjustment

123/104/82/42

N05

sofa without armpart

120/108/82/42

NF05

sofa without armpart with 
headrest adjustment

120/108/82/42

P05

large sofa without armpart

150/108/82/42

PF05

large sofa without armpart 
with headrest adjustment

150/108/82/42

N

sofa with armpart 
adjustment

198/108/82/42

NF

sofa w/headrest and 
armpart adj.

198/108/82/42

P

large sofa with armpart 
adjustment

228/108/82/42

PF

large sofa w/headrest and 
armpart adj.

228/108/82/42

P002

large sofa with armpart 
adjustment

258/108/82/42

PF002

large sofa w/headrest and 
armpart adj.

258/108/82/42

N06

sofa with armpart 
adjustment

item no. for seat extension 
= A01 (upcharge)

159/108/82/42

NF06

sofa w/headrest and 
armpart adj.

item no. for seat extension 
= A01 (upcharge)

159/108/82/42

P06

large sofa with armpart 
adjustment

item no. for seat extension 
= A01 (upcharge)

189/108/82/42

PF06

large sofa w/headrest and 
armpart adj.

item no. for seat extension 
= A01 (upcharge)

189/108/82/42

N07

sofa with armpart 
adjustment

item no. for seat extension 
= A01 (upcharge)

159/108/82/42

NF07

sofa w/headrest and 
armpart adj.

item no. for seat extension 
= A01 (upcharge)

159/108/82/42

P07

large sofa with armpart 
adjustment

item no. for seat extension 
= A01 (upcharge)

189/108/82/42

PF07

large sofa w/headrest and 
armpart adj.

item no. for seat extension 
= A01 (upcharge)

189/108/82/42

K06

one arm chaise with 
armpart adjustment

120/170/82/42

EG06

corner sofa with ottoman

108/223/82/42

FG06

corner sofa with ottoman 
with headrest adjustment

108/223/82/42

K07

one arm chaise with 
armpart adjustment

120/170/82/42

EG07

corner sofa with ottoman

108/223/82/42

FG07

corner sofa with ottoman 
with headrest adjustment

108/223/82/42

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its upholstering.  
Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Ottomen & accessories

G002

ottoman

item no. for castors = 
G002R (upcharge)

84/54/42/0

G004

extra large ottoman

item no. for castors = 
G004R (upcharge)

152/64/42/0

GF004

extra large ottoman hinged

item no. for castors = 
GF004R (upcharge)

152/64/42/0

U62

pillow

70/60/0

All specified dimensions are approximate in width/depth/height/seat height. We would like to point out that deviations of +/- 2 cm may occur depending on the filling material used and its upholstering.  
Please contact us if you would like more detailed information. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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Order information
Back sides of sofas: 
All pieces are genuinely upholstered at the back.
Flexible armparts: 
A maximum load-bearing capacity up to 25 kg is 
guaranteed for the functional armrests. They are not made 
for sitting on.
Positioning diagram: 
Please send us a positioning diagram, depending on the 
many different variations available. We have marked the 
connecting sides in red for end elements in the type guide.
Connecting sides: 
For an upcharge, the connecting sides can be supplied in the 
original cover instead of stretch fabric.
Seam appearance: 
Decorative, felled or double seams may appear different in 
fabric and leather versions. For manufacturing reasons, 
seams may be left out of the fabric version or replaced with 
simple seams.
Contrasting thread: 
In some leather colours, this model can be supplied with 
contrasting-coloured thread, at no upcharge. The colours as 
given can be found on the main sheet of each leather 
quality in the fabric/leather wagon. Please always specify 
the contrasting thread number or tonal colours will be 
supplied.
Combined covers: 
This model can also be supplied in a combination of 
different cover qualities. This is shown as follows in the 
order: 
1st cover information = base; 2nd cover information = seat/
back/armpart pillow.  
Price: combination within the same fabric/leather quality: 

Price = plain price +2%. 
All the other combinations: price = plain price cover 1 + 
plain price cover 2: total calculated -50%.
Recommendation: 
We recommend the tables from the model range 40024 as 
an accessory. As storage place onto the ottomen we 
recommend the plexiglass cover L 011 or a roll mat fom 
model range 10006.
All of the dimensions given are approximate dimensions 
in cm. We reserve the right to make changes. Dimensions 
are given as follows: width/depth/height/seat height 
and refer to the leg height ca. 10 cm. The depth 
measures include the overlapping of the headrest if the 
function is flapped backwards.
Seat depth: ca. 58 cm
Back height: ca. 82 cm
Back height if headrest adjustment is up: ca. 93 cm
Total depth if seat is extended: ca. 124 cm
Crease formation: 
Fabric and leather stretch to a lesser or larger extent under 
the influence of body weight, which can lead to the 
formation of creases in the cover. This visual change does 
not affect use, function and life span and it is not a defect.
Information on the upholstery structure: 
Chamber cushions filled with a high-quality mix of polyester 
fibres and foam rods have been used in the back. This can 
lead to depression of the individual chambers, which is a 
typical product characteristic.

• Structure and cover (order information)

• Leg design/-height

• Castors for ottomen (upcharge)

• Leg colour with wood/metal legs

• Seat extension (upcharge)

• Positioning diagram

• Contrasting thread

• Pillows

• Ottomen/panel for ottomen (order 

information)

Flexible 
armparts
The armparts 

are foldable 

and fitted 

with notch 

function as 

standard. 

Except the armchairs.

Flexible 
installed 
headrest:
Every item 

with the 

appendix “F” 

in it’s 

description is 

equipped with an additional headrest  

function.

Extendible 
lying surface:
Some items 

can be fitted 

with the A01 

manually seat 

extension in 

return for an 

upcharge. See type guide.

Ottoman with 
storage space
An ottoman 

has a fold-out 

function with 

integrated 

storage space. 

Functional 

ottomen do not have a spring core in the 

seat. All ottomen are available with 

castors for upcharge. See type guide for 

item no.

Castors for 
ottomen
The ottomen 

can be 

equipped with 

castors for 

upcharge. Two 

of the castors 

can be fixed. Thus a comfortable, big 

couch surface arises.
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Upholstered furniture frame structure
1. Frame – Beech wood structure

2. Seat suspension with permanently elastic wave springs

3. Seat upholstery structure – spring core with diolen cover 

incorporated into ergoPUR-foam

4. Back suspension with upholstery strap

5. Back upholstery structure with a high quality mix of polyester 

fibres and foam rods, filled in cushion boxes, with mechanic in the 

back

The design of the cross section shown here does not correspond to 
the model on this page of the catalogue.

Legs

ca. 10 cm/ 
seat height 
ca. 42 cm

ca. 13 cm/ 
seat height 
ca. 45 cm

wooden/metal leg 
gloss, diff. stain 
shad.

F 91

wooden/metal leg 
gloss, diff. stain 
shad.

F 1S

metal leg brushed 
matt

F 75

metal leg brushed 
matt

F 1Q

metal leg brushed 
matt

F 87

metal leg brushed 
matt

F 5F

metal leg gloss

F 73

metal leg gloss

F 1R

metal leg diff. metal 
col.

F C3

metal leg diff. metal 
col.

F C4

metal castor/
ottoman, upcharge

F 6R

metal castor/
ottoman, upcharge

F 7R

Leg and seat heights: 
Due to different leg heights, the model is available in different seat and 
total heights. The leg design has to be indicated.
Leg colours:  
The legs including wood are available in a choice of different stain shades. 
We are happy to advise you.
Chromatic aberrations: 
The wooden structure is different from ordering to ordering.  
Deliveries after colour samples are basically excluded from complaints and 
exchange. We take care of the best correspondence possible.
Metal colours: 
The metal leg F C3/F C4 is available in different metal colours. Please 
indicate the colour when ordering.
Powder-coated: 
The colours M56 bronze, M95 anthracite and M99 black are powder-
coated.
Castors for ottomen:  
Every ottoman can be equipped with castors for an upcharge. The item 
number is marked with an “R” (e.g. G ...R). Two of the castors can be 

fixed. Please note that the castors are available in two different heights.
Legs and floor protection: 
In the case of very slender furniture legs in deliberately filigree shapes 
and with small surfaces it comes to a raised pressure on the floor.  
We recommend felt pads or another suitable mat as protection for 
scratches and pressure points in connection with sensitive and/or soft 
floors. Even if you hardly slip the furniture it can be helpful have a 
carpeted floor.

Available metal colours

 amore 10574
Upholstered furniture made with passi-
on.
Your model is the product of German de-

sign and engineering. Family firm W.SCHIL-

LIG has over 65 years’ experience of techni-

cal skill, trend-setting ideas, attractive 

design and know-how from Germany. The 

result is upholstered furniture that guaran-

tees first class comfort and attention to 

detail. We keep sustainability and protec-

tion of resources in mind when choosing 

the materials we use.

www.schillig.com
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Controlled Quality
Guaranteed Safety
Healthy Living

H
19

90
00

03

The RAL quality mark for furniture stands for the 
certain knowledge that this is a non-hazardous piece 
of furniture of reliably high quality and with an 
attractive design. The Deutsche Gütegemeinschaft 
Möbel makes sure of this with numerous tests. 
Inspections also safeguard the testing system.

In-house manufacture conforming to the specs of the 
quality management system in line with ISO 9001, to 
safeguard int. processes. Last update 06/2018.

The highest European accolade for systematic, 
in-house, environmental management. Improvement 
of environmental protection services.

KLIMAPAKT
für die Möbelindustrie
Climate Pact for the furniture industry

Nach den Richtlinien für den Klimaschutz  
der Deutschen Gütegemeinschaft 
Möbel • According to the guidelines 
for climate protection of the DGM • 
www.dgm-klimapakt.de

Hersteller-Nr. / manufacturer-no. 

Prüfnummer / control number

Climate pact with the DGM from sense of responsibility 
compared with the einvironment and climate goals of 
the Federal Government as well as the UN. Base is the 
CO2 balance of an enterprise.

Created 30. 05. 2018

high-gloss chr.

M20

chrome matt

M21

bronze

M56

anthracite

M95

black

M99
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Cover: W60/12 red

297x223

FG 07 laf - PF 06 raf

corner combination

Cover: W61/99 black

297x223

FG 07 laf - PF 06 raf

corner combination

Cover: body Z59/20 ecru, seat/back/armpart W60/49 stone

306x336

NF - PF

sofa combination

Cover: Z73/43 cream white

306x366

NF - PF002

sofa combination
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Cover: Z69/51 tobacco

306x336

NF - PF

sofa combination

Cover: Z73/43 cream white

278x170

NF 07 laf - KF 06 raf

corner combination


